REGISTRATION PROCEDURE:

1. Consult Time Table.
2. Choose a stream (this represents the days and times of the three weekly sessions you will attend).
3. EITHER
   i) CALL 970-2949 – Monday to Friday 8:30 am to 6:00 pm and give the following information:
      NAME, STREAM (i.e. 1a/1b etc see timetable)
      DATE of payment or VOUCHER number from voucher
      CONTACT NUMBER
   OR
   ii) FAX to 970-2949. Write the following information on the front of the payment voucher:
      NAME
      STREAM (i.e. 1a/1b etc see timetable)
      CONTACT NUMBER
   OR
   iii) IN PERSON
      COME to the Department of Language, Linguistics and Philosophy, Room 16 in the Faculty of Humanities and Education. Bring with you proof of payment with the following information on the front of the voucher:
      NAME
      STREAM (i.e. 1a/1b etc see timetable)
      CONTACT NUMBER